
Secondary   Grading   During   School   Closure  
Third   and   Fourth   Marking   Period   2020  

 
With   school   closure   and   online   learning   occurring   due   to   the   COVID-19   crisis,   grading  
regulations   for   the   spring   of   2019-2020   school   year   will   be   modified.   We   are   working   on   the  
following   premises:  

1. It   is   our   responsibility   in   this   time   of   crisis   to   do   what   is   in   the   best   interests   of   all  
students.   This   includes   our   grading   practices.   We   will   always   err   on   the   side   of  
supporting   students   and   giving   them   the   benefit   of   the   doubt.  

2. No   student’s   grade   will   suffer   due   to   these   unprecedented   events.  
3. Students   will   have   opportunities   to   demonstrate   learning   in   a   variety   of   formats   and  

within   flexible   timeframes.  
4. No   student   will   fail   because   of   the   attendance   policy.  
5. No   student   work   in   ‘Hard   copy’   will   be   collected   by   a   teacher.  
6. Students   experiencing   difficulty   completing   work   will   receive   consideration   on   a   case   by  

case   basis.  
7. Students   are   required   to   complete   work   in   order   to   receive   a   passing   grade   for   the   fourth  

marking   period;   however,   they   will   have   multiple   opportunities   to   make   up   work   for   the  
fourth   marking   period.   This   may   include   allowing   them   to   make   up   work   in   the   summer  
months   and   maybe   even   into   the   fall.  

8. The   45   day   timeframe   in   which   to   change   grades   can   be   waived   through   approval   from  
the   principal   and   the   executive   director.  

9. Because   we   do   not   know   the   length   of   the   closure,   decisions   regarding   final   grades   and  
GPA   will   be   made   at   a   later   date.  

10. At   this   time,   final   exams   will   not   take   place.   
 
Third   Marking   Period  

 
● The   third   marking   period   ended   on   March   13,   2020.   All   grades   collected   by   that   time  

should   be   entered   into   PowerSchool   and   will   be   calculated   into   the   final   third   marking  
period   grade.  
 

● No   new   assignments   should   be   given   after   March   13th.  
 

● Students   may   make   up   or   retake   (if   eligible)   any   work   that   is   part   of   third   marking   period  
grade.   Teachers   should   inform   students   of   the   opportunity   to   make   up/retake   work   and  
provide   that   work   or   an   alternative   to   the   extent   possible.   If   it   is   not   possible,   the  
student’s   grade   should   not   suffer.Teachers   have   the   discretion   to   waive   the   75%   cap   on  
retakes.  
 



● The   requirement   for   the   number   of   summative   and   formative   grades   is   waived.   The  
weights   of   these   grades   (60%/40%,   70%/30%   for   AP)   remains   the   same.   The   25%   rule  
is   also   waived.   
 

● In   the   spirit   of   doing   no   harm   to   a   student’s   grade,   no   final   third   marking   period   grade  
should   be   reduced   as   a   result   of   handing   in   make-up   work   after   March   13.   If   that   would  
be   the   case,   the   student   should   be   exempted   from   the   grade.   Grades   may   only   be  
improved   from   what   they   were   on   March   13.  
 

● The   deadline   for   entering   grades   for   the   third   marking   period   is   April   17   at   4:00.   Should  
grades   need   to   be   changed   after   that   time,   follow   the   usual   procedures   for   grade  
changes.  
 

● Report   cards   will   be   electronically   downloaded   and   stored   on   April   22.  
 

● Middle   School   Fine   Arts,   Technology,   PE   and   Health   classes   will   rotate   on   April   20.  
 

● IEP    and   GT   progress   reports   should   be   completed   and   emailed   to   parents   on   a   date   to  
be   determined.  
 
 

 
Fourth   Marking   Period  
 

● All   work   completed   during   the   March   30   through   April   24   timeframe   will   receive   one  
grade   of    Pass    or    Incomplete .   Teachers   should   maintain   a   record   of   the   formative  
assessments   that   were   completed   by   each   student.   As   long   as   students   complete   exit  
tickets,   they   should   receive   a   “Pass”   (P).    Should   exit   tickets   not   be   completed,   the  
student   should   receive   an   Incomplete   (I).   When   teachers   are   asked   to   enter   grades   in  
PowerSchool,   they   should   be   recorded   as   a   formative   assignment   that   has   earned   a  
90%   score   (Pass)   or   Incomplete.  
 

● All   assessments   should   be   formative   and   graded   on   a   Pass/Incomplete   scale.   As   long  
as   students   completed   the   assignment,   they   should   receive   a   “Pass”   for   the   assignment.  
Incompletes   should   only   be   given   if   the   assignment   is   not   completed.   Keep   in   mind   that  
some   students   do   not   have   access   to   this   instruction   or   are   working   through   paper  
packets   and   will   not   be   able   to   turn   in   work   yet.    They   will   be   given   every   opportunity   to  
make   up   the   work.  
 

● Decisions   regarding   grading   after   April   24   will   be   made   when   information   regarding   the  
rest   of   the   school   year   is   available.   

 


